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Background
• Bemidji State
• Small regional university located in northern Minnesota U.S. 
• Central to three Native American Reservations (Leech Lake, Red Lake, and 

White Earth)

• Shortage of mathematics teachers in U.S. (Nadelson & Seifert, 2017).
• In 2014, 27% of mathematics teachers did not hold a mathematics 

degree (NSF, 2014).
• Hiring teachers in rural areas is difficult (Monk, 2007).



Growing Highly Qualified Mathematics Teachers
• Help address the national shortage of mathematics teachers who are 

well prepared to serve high-need students in rural areas
• Goal to recruit and educate at least 16 highly capable undergraduates 

who will double major in mathematics and mathematics education
• Receive full cost of attendance
• Participate in learning community
• Additional training in SEL skills
• Teach in a high needs school for four years to “repay” scholarship



Recruitment challenges

• Mathematics education and mathematics is a challenging double major

• Proposal included collaborative agreement with community & tribal colleges

• Grant awarded spring 2020 and recruitment began fall 2020

• Planned to visit community & tribal colleges in our region fall ‘20 & spring ’21

• No travel allowed starting March 2020



Collaborating with community & tribal colleges

• Fall 2020 used MinnState Course Search

• Searched courses Calculus I and higher at community colleges

• Emailed instructor of record

• Virtually visited community colleges in our region fall ‘20 & spring ’21

• Presented slide show promoting NSF Noyce project, teaching, and BSU



Collaborating with community & tribal colleges

• Searched each of three tribal college course schedules

• Searched courses Calculus I and higher at community colleges

• Emailed mathematics instructors

• Virtually visited community colleges in our region fall ‘20 & spring ’21

• Presented slide show promoting NSF Noyce project, teaching, and BSU



Recruiting Steps
• Collaboration with nearby community colleges and tribal schools
• Planned class visits during the fourth week of school
• COVID pandemic struggles
• Selected nine applicants
• (Added tenth participant following semester)



Students’ Perceptions of Successful Recruiting
• How did you hear about Noyce Scholarship?
• What made you decide to want to be a Noyce Scholar?
• What about our recruiting was appealing to you?
• Who was involved in your decisions?
• What other ideas or thoughts do you have for our future recruiting?



Students’ Perceptions of Successful Recruiting
How did you hear about Noyce Scholarship?
• Todd and Jenna visiting mathematics classes
• Other professors
• Social media posting

What made you decide to want to be a Noyce Scholar?
• Financial support
• Learning community
• The career path they planned
• Two switched to include mathematics
• One switched to include mathematics education



Students’ Perceptions of Successful Recruiting
What about our recruiting was appealing to you?
• Money
• Our enthusiasm and excitement about the project
• Additional support the first years of teaching
• Learning community

Who was involved in your decisions?
• Families
• Professors and Teachers

What other ideas or thoughts do you have for our future recruiting?
• Having interested people attend the learning community



Next Steps and Conclusions
Recruitment of second cohort
• Easier with more freedom to travel 
• More people were aware of the project making recruitment easier

Conclusions
• Class visits at calculus one or higher classes
• Financial support
• Learning community and SEL training
• Extra support as they transition into teaching
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Thank you for coming!
Questions?

Todd Frauenholtz (tfrauenholtz@bemidjistate.edu)
Jenna O’Dell (jenna.odell@bemidjistate.edu)
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